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iPad For:
• Entertainment
• Participation in games
• Engaging activities to talk about with other Communication systems
• Focus of Interaction
• Literacy
• Practice of Academic Concepts
• Hand play

Not Yet Sufficient to be a Child’s Main System for Communication
• Limited Robustness of Language Structure
• Lack of Features that Enhance Efficiency of AAC on “High Tech”
• Limited symbol systems available
• Access Methods Very Limited - no eye-gaze input

Apps for AAC by Jane Farrall
www.spectronicsinoz.com/article/iphoneipad-apps-for-aac

Switch Accessible Apps for iPad/ iPhone (Jane Farrall and Alex Dunn)

Touch Access
• Requires fairly refined pointing
• Multiple ways to point “gestures” may lead to errors
• Lacks features built into many AAC touch systems that would compensate for fine motor challenges

Switch Access
• Limited Sophistication / features, currently
• Currently, switches only work with Apps designed for switch access

Aunty Maggie’s Recipe
By Inclusive TLC

Adapted Play Book - EIEIO!
By Creative Communicating
**Switch Applicator**

* Inclusive TLC
* Programmable and Music Modes
* Can be used to control iPad playlists: one switch starts and stops music, other switch goes to next song

**Other Switch Interfaces**

* Several options from RJ Cooper
* Blue2 – Ablenet
* Hitch – Ablenet
* Jane Farrall’s Blog

www.janefarrall.com/blog/2012/02/27/how-do-i-use-a-switch-with-an-ipad/

---

**Make-Shift Juke Box from Some Communication Apps**

* For young children use short songs or parts of songs
* Switch Access
* Videos on some Apps
* Customize to personal preferences
* Mix them up
* Play song on other device or computer and press record on iPad App to capture

**Partner-Assisted Scanning**

* Partner scans items
* Mono tone voice
* Guard against partner influence
* Child indicates no, no, yes!
* Two responses because of apraxia

---

**Pipe Cleaner Pointers**

* Won’t activate screen
* Clarifies what is being scanned
* Helps focus visual attention
iMommy Pretend Play

Dora Dress-Up Adventures

Look for Simple Linear Lists of Items vs. All Over the Screen

Wikki Sticks to Make a Grid to Scan

Click or Simple Activation Instead of Dragging

Customize with Child’s Photo

“ln this section!”

Playhouse
Make me a Princess

Dress Like Chica
Princess Party
Jib Jab Jr.

Biggest Pizza Ever

Mom it’s Me! (Lost Gorilla) Avatar Book Series

TapSpeak Sequence

Create sequenced activities
Like a Step-by-Step or Sequencer

Screen Snap

Press on/off button and home key in quick sequence or at the same time. This will take a picture of the screen and put it into the photo library on the iPad

Save Picture from Web

Find picture in Google images on the iPad
Touch and Release on the picture to show menu to copy picture
Picture goes into photo library on the iPad

Photo Library
Photo Crop

Free App for cropping pictures: “photo crop”
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